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“Fifth Dimensional Living and the Solar Ring” 
from Master Djwhal Khul 

 
Reminder: this is a channeled writing; information from Ascended Master Djwhal Khul through 
Robin Morlock. 
 
Fifth Dimensional Living 
 
Fifth Dimensional Living has received much mystery around it – this is not 
necessary. The Fifth Dimension structure is a crystalline construction in the shape 
of a Pyramid – a transparent Pyramid. This is the symbol for this 5D plane.  
 
Integration and slow, measured movement – Action that is purposeful. Like the 
turning of a satellite dish…Your Astral Body and Higher Self work as an antenna 
honing in on a strong signal.  
 
Living in 5D is like this – allowing Source Guidance to come into the top of the 
Pyramid (head), filter down to the pineal gland (King’s chamber), wait for 
clarification, then gently, purposefully, move the body, mind, soul, in the 
proper/appropriate direction.  
 
With full focus, 100% of your energy moves forward in the appropriate direction 
for your Soul’s growth. This is a constant awareness level that requires both 
patience (at the integration point) and Action (at the clarification point). Neither 
can be overstated. One does not work without the other. Movement activates 
Information Flow; Flow activates Movement. 
 
Small sonar-like adjustments are necessary to follow the strongest signal. This is a 
never-ending process and is the true meaning of ‘Living in the Now.’ 
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Solar Ring 
 
The ‘Solar Ring’ is really 7 rings. Each ring is an etheric or astral body of the Sun. 
On Earth, humans are affected by all 7 rings, although most do not realize it.  
Also, they [the rings] vibrate and do not remain the same. As these rings change, 
they affect people in different ways. The rings are also colors – each one is a 
specific color and carries a specific thought-form.  
 
It [the rings] can be a place where humans can ‘dump’ their own psychic garbage. 
It is a garbage disposal/dispenser! 
 
End and withdraw as Robin is very tired. 
 
This ended the channeling on this evening.  
Aug. 14, 2013 
11:15pm CST 
Master Djwhal Khul 
Channeled through Robin Morlock 
(…) parenthesis is Master D.K.’s writing; […] brackets are Robin’s clarifications 
 


